
Glide Education: 
Protect
Glide Education Protect seamlessly integrates Fortinet’s Fortigate Security, 
Netsweeper’s onGuard+, and our national networking connectivity services 
to safeguard the privacy and data of schools and students across a hybrid 
IT infrastructure, ensuring an optimal user experience. 

This unified framework, incorporating coordinated and automated threat 
protection, eliminates the necessity for multiple security point products. By 
simplifying operations and enhancing network efficiency, it guards against 
cyber-attacks and harmful content while maintaining high availability 
across school network resources. This achievement establishes a robust 
security posture, ultimately leading to improved productivity. 

Our Flexible Solution

Safe. Secure. Reliable. Fast. 

Managed Security (Firewall) 
Offer a range of physical or virtual hosted firewall solutions, 
including Unified Threat Protection, High Availability, and 
Geo-resiliency topologies. 

Application Control
Quickly create policies to block or restrict access to 
unauthorised applications, enhancing security compliance.  

Network and Data Protection
Safeguard against network-based and file-based threats 
with Intrusion Prevention (IPS) services, including 
protection against DoS and DDoS attacks, while also 
detecting, preventing, and blocking malicious activities 
on the network. Additionally, it utilises advanced antivirus 
features for deep packet inspection, checking against a 
signatures database to remove and report the latest viruses 
and spyware. 

AI-detected, human verified digital 
safeguarding from Netsweeper
Designed to enhance your existing security procedures, we 
utilise real-time, proactive monitoring to flag potential risks 
to student safety. Content filtering provides another layer to 
ensure threats are minimised.

Remote Connectivity Solutions
Encrypt all traffic from remote staff and teachers’ computers 
and send it through an SSL VPN tunnel, providing client-based 
VPN for remote access from anywhere. Connect remote offnet 
networks to your corporate network securely through a site-to-
site VPN. 

Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS) 
To safeguard your school from power issues, invest in a reliable 
uninterruptible power supply (UPS). At Glide Education, we 
partner with Certa to offer customised UPS solutions. With 
Certa’s 20+ years of experience, we provide tailored UPS options 
and maintenance for educational facilities.



Our Protect Service
An Expert Approach to Digital Safeguarding
Our comprehensive student safeguarding service from Netsweeper is based around web 
content filtering, proactive monitoring, management and event alerts, offering peace of 
mind so you can stay on top of student safety. 

Educational Continuity 
Enjoy real-time, off-site air-gapped data backup services with end-to-end encryption and 
scalable resources, for uninterrupted productivity to staff and students.

Access to FortiGate NGFW Technology
Glide Education provides FortiGate Next-Generation Firewall (NGFW) technology, 
which is recognised as the most deployed and trusted network firewall. FortiGate has 
consistently been acknowledged in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Network Firewalls for 
13 consecutive years. 
  
Converged Connectivity and Security
Glide Education integrates networking connectivity with Fortinet’s FortiGate NGFW, 
ensuring a unified solution that safeguards schools and students. 

Centralised and Unified Management
Our security solution features centralised and unified management, effectively 
coordinating diverse security domains into a single IT security solution. This ensures 
automated protection extending from schools to the cloud and remote staff. 

Deep Visibility for Applications, Users, and Devices
Glide Education offers deep visibility into applications, users, and devices, providing better 
insights to improve pupil outcomes. Advanced data collection and analysis techniques 
enable identifying and controlling all network users, applications, and devices. 

Tailored Fully Managed Solution
Glide Education understands that every school is unique. Hence, we provide a tailored, 
fully managed security solution designed to meet the specific needs of your school. Our 
service supports this solution and grants access to our technical expertise. 

Transform your educational environment with 
Glide's comprehensive safeguarding solutions. 

About Glide
With 35 years of experience, our market-leading position as a provider of managed Wi-Fi services in 
the UK extends across diverse sectors such as student, residential, businesses, and flexible workspaces, 
where we bring innovative asset classes to life. Our extensive network boasts 400,000 users, spans 
1,500 km of dark fibre, encompasses 14 fibre cities deployed, and features over 200 UK fibre points of 
presence, solidifying our commitment to delivering cutting-edge connectivity solutions.
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